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Dear Subscribers,

Welcome to Casey Energy Dividends. What? What 
happened to Casey Energy Opportunities? And even more 
important, what about my CEO investments?

Last answer first: We’ll follow them as always, reporting 
news, analysis, and recommendations for action. Each 
time that market conditions suggest it’s time to sell a 
non-dividend stock, the balance of our overall portfolio 
will gradually shift toward our Casey Energy Dividends 
investments.

Now for the “why” of CED. We’re changing the name of 
this newsletter because our analyses over the past several 
months have brought us to a realization: that the recent 
reshaping of markets, the shifts that began with the mess of 2008, has made dividend yield more important 
than ever.

Dividends – regular payments that some companies make to shareholders – have always been a factor 
in our recommendations. As CED, they’re going to become a major focus. The only energy companies 
that will earn a spot on our recommendation list will be those that not only offer good potential for price 
growth but are also paying healthy and reliable dividends.

So… Why Dividends? 

No doubt you remember when we could all assume our investments would grow at least 6% per year 
because that’s what ho-hum CDs were paying at the bank, and when those same banks were happy to 
finance any company with a good shtick.
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Today, the interest rates on CDs aren’t even keeping up 
with inflation, and God forbid anybody but a major that’s 
already flush with assets try to set up a bank financing. When 
the markets around the world shed billions in value, so did 
thousands of companies that employed millions of people. 
Corporations and households alike cut back on spending, 
especially for energy they no longer needed to make products 
people could no longer buy or to travel to work places that had 
closed their doors.

But you know all that, and probably firsthand in some fashion. 
The situation those factors created is what’s interesting now – 
namely, that the energy markets still haven’t recovered, and it’s 
the big companies that are offering some of the best bang for 
your investment buck.

However, buying any company when the investor herd is 
shying away can be scary: Is it really worth more than you’re 
paying for it now, or do all those people know something 
you don’t? The answer depends on the individual company, of 
course, but in general we know that buying a good stock on 
discount is a pretty fine strategy.

So if getting in while prices are low is a good idea, and if 
buying the best among the energy majors is the way to go, 
why not find ones that will pay us while we’re waiting for their 
shares to go up in value? That brings us back to dividends. 

Why Energy Dividends?
Reason one: because success for any country on Earth depends on energy. All of us need energy to operate 
our factories, power our communications, electrify our houses, and transport our goods. And we all know, 
too, that the standard of living as well as population is increasing the world over. Consider these few fast 
facts:

1. In 1970, the world burned through about 38 million barrels of oil per day (bpd). Experts predict that 
consumption to top 100 million bpd by 2030 – nearly triple the demand in only 60 years.

2. In the last 30 years, global demand for thermal coal has doubled.

3. China has 26 nuclear reactors under construction, 51 planned, and 126 proposed. No matter how 
other countries line up regarding nuclear power, Chinese demand alone will almost double uranium 
demand over the next few decades.

Reason two: because energy keeps getting more expensive. The easy oil fields have been tapped out; 
operating costs are climbing at coal and uranium mines; and even with new technology flooding regional 
markets with natural gas, utility companies face ever-higher costs to build new power plants.

Then there’s the Middle East keeping tensions – and oil prices – high. On top of that, every year 
governments around the world demand a little bit more from producers for every barrel, pound, or tonne 
pulled from the ground.

When companies make a profit, 
management reinvests some of the 
money into their own operations 
to fuel growth; it puts some in the 
bank to keep liquid. And sometimes 
it distributes a portion of the money 
to shareholders in a payment called a 
dividend.

Dividends offer a steady flow of cash 
to replace the income that traditional 
retirement vehicles used to provide, 
or hard returns you can reinvest while 
you’re waiting for a share price to take 
off. They’re positive gains that you don’t 
have to wait to sell a stock to receive.

Most big companies in the United 
States pay dividends of some kind, 
usually either annually or (more 
common) quarterly. The trick is sorting 
out which are likely to keep on paying 
dividends, and at a good rate called the 
dividend yield. This number comes from 
the company’s total dividend payment 
divided by its share price. 
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Reason three: because energy has trumped military power to become the world’s yardstick of strength. 
Without long-term energy security, nations are vulnerable to the whims of supply and to the power plays of 
those who have it.

The bottom line is this: Energy demand is rising, supplies are getting more competitive, and they’re 
all costing more to acquire. Basic economics says energy prices are going higher – much higher. For us 
investors, that means the energy sector will be an exciting and profitable investment sector in the years to 
come.

The Bottom Line

If you’re an energy investor who wants to build a low-risk 
portfolio of solid stocks – and to learn a bit about the politics 
and technologies that drive the world of energy along the 
way – Casey Energy Dividends is the newsletter for you.

If you’re someone who’s been dismayed to watch your return 
on CDs, savings accounts, bond investments, or other safe 
havens dwindle to almost nothing with today’s low interest 
rates, this newsletter is for you, too.

And if you’re a general investor who wants to reap rewards 
while setting up a portfolio that’ll put you in on the ground 
floor of a bull market... well, we’ve got something for you, 
too.

Just as in Casey Energy Opportunities, we’ll focus on finding 
the best blue-chip companies in oil, natural gas, coal, 
uranium, and alternative energy, as well as in the energy-
services sector. But these companies will be ones that 
regularly pay you to own a piece of them.

We’ll also equip you with the know-how to be able to decide 
for yourself whether a company is a good investment or not. 
We’re happy to point the way ourselves if that’s what you’re 
looking for – but we always keep in mind that no one knows 
better what you need out of an investment plan than you.

The key to our strategy will be dividends.

In this inaugural issue of Casey Energy Dividends, we lay out our basics of dividend investing and then 
recommend an oil and gas leader that fits the bill. We hope you’ll enjoy this change; and, as always, thank 
you for being a subscriber.

Until next time,

Your Casey Research Energy Team.
 

Those of you who like strong capital 
gains as well as dividends should 
have a look at our Casey Energy 
Report. This in-depth newsletter 
focuses on mid- and small-cap energy 
companies that offer potential for 
greater returns with their greater 
risk: Unlike Big Oil, for example, 
a discovery or other positive 
development can shoot the value of 
these smaller companies skyward.

Readers receive Casey Energy 
Dividends free of charge with their 
CER subscription, so you can learn 
how to position both sides of your 
energy portfolio – reliable income 
stocks and prospective equities – in 
one swoop.

For a risk-free, three-month trial, 
or just to read more about CER’s 
strategy and style, click here. 

http://www.caseyresearch.com/cm/the-new-cold-war?ppref=CSR455NL1012A
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The Basics of Energy Dividends
Almost every energy company in North America with a market capitalization over US$1 billion pays a dividend. 
So where do we start?

At the end of the day, we want an energy investment that:
•	 pays a good dividend,
•	 has the track record and assets to support a dividend even if the market or commodity takes a dip in 

price, and
•	 is a solid company that would make it through to our recommendation list anyway.  

There’s our standard to beat. Now to find that prime pick, we have to keep three really important rules in 
mind. 

Fact 1: “Highest yield” and “best yield” may not mean the same thing.

Why not just pick the company that offers the highest yield and be done with it? Why all this extra 
fiddling around with numbers?

The highest yield might be the best yield. Then again, it might not. In fact, a high yield may be a signal that 
the dividend ax is about to fall – and that’s pretty near 180 degrees from what we want.

Here’s how it happens. Investors and fund managers keep a close eye on the books of the stocks they hold. 
When those books suggest the need to cut dividends, the selling starts. Those sales can increase a dividend 
yield dramatically – for a little while.

The reason for this spike is that yield, as you’ll recall, is dividend payments divided by share price. When 
the share price goes down, the dividend yield moves up, and vice versa. So rather than a good time to buy, a 
high yield may be waving a bright red flag that investors are bailing in advance of a dividend cut.

Take Pengrowth Energy (T.PGF) and Enerplus (T.ERF) as examples. Both companies logged double-digit 
yields earlier this year when their stock prices declined while their dividends remained the same. A closer 
look at their financials showed both were paying out more money than they were making – numbers they 
clearly couldn’t sustain if they expected to stay in business. Sure enough, both cut their dividends within a 
few months.

The plain truth – or maybe not always so plain – is that companies only have so much money. If they 
distribute too much to shareholders, there’s none left to invest in the opportunities that fuel future growth.

So when you see a company paying a yield that’s better than 10%, ask two questions:

1. Are the dividend payments sustainable, or are they at risk of being cut?

2. Can the company maintain growth while paying out such high dividends? 
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Fact 2: Companies paying over 2% give better returns.

This may seem like a no-brainer if there ever was one, but bear with us here.

Just above we showed how high yields guarantee neither good dividends to come nor good support for 
share price. But low yields don’t provide the payments we want. So which way do we go?

We tested which kind of company performed better in the market – meaning its share price went up – over 
five years: those that paid dividends with yields of at least 2%, or those whose dividend yields were under 
2%. (Maybe the under-2-percenters pumped more money back into their companies, their growth took off, 
and so did their share prices, for example. If so, perhaps what investors didn’t get in dividends they got in 
gains when they sold the stock.)

Well, not close and not even a cigar on this one. We found that companies that paid a sustainable 2% 
yield or more in 2007 produced a five-year return of more than 50%. In contrast, companies that paid less 
than a 2% yield returned less than 20%. In fact, investors in the higher-yield companies collected more in 
dividends alone than lower-yield investors gained overall!

High yields are no guarantee, but neither are low ones. Sustainability is what makes the difference, and 
moreover, there’s a basement to that factor. On average, the company that can sustain a dividend yield of at 
least 2% is more likely to enjoy bigger gains in its share price than the company whose yield is lower.

Fact 3: Dividend cuts can be disastrous for share prices. 

Fear is the path to the dark side. Fear leads to anger, anger leads to hate, hate leads to suffering.
– Master Yoda, Star Wars something-or-other 

Apparently Yoda was something of a dividend expert.

Dividend cuts lower a company’s yield. Reduced yields force fund managers to sell, and fund selling lowers 
investor confidence. Selling and reduced confidence pushes down on share price, which makes it harder 
for the company to do business – ink partnerships, access debt, deploy capital, and virtually everything else 
companies do. When business doesn’t go well, earnings take a hit… and that means another dividend cut.

It’s a vicious cycle indeed. A firm may not move through this cycle overnight, but there’s no getting around 
the fact that dividend cuts are bad news.

Three criteria and three facts to keep in mind. We’re ready to dive into our recommendation.
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Investment Recommendation
Strong as its position is within the oil and gas sector, Royal Dutch Shell (RDS.A) isn’t resting on its laurels.

The company we’re recommending in this inaugural edition of Casey Energy Dividends is an energy 
supermajor, a Big Oil firm with operations in 80 countries, millions of barrels of daily production, and a 
dedication to new technologies, and in fact, one technology in particular that is going to be a game changer.

This, and its shareholders receive a robust dividend each quarter.

The company is Royal Dutch Shell (RDS.A). As you know, this stock made the CEO cut in June. We’ve 
put it through our analytical wringer again, this time from the CED perspective. Its combination of blue 
chip, growth potential, and dividend looks very good.

If you haven’t bought the stock yet, now is the time. If you already have a position, you may want to 
consider adding to it. We believe Shell will grow in value, and in the meantime the company will pay us to 
stick around. We’re recommending RDS.A as a straight buy.

Why We Like It
1. Strength in size and diversity: Shell is a US$224 billion company with a reliable balance sheet and 

operations diversified across geographies and commodities. It can survive price fluctuations, costs 
increases, and political surprises. It has the toughness we need in today’s tenuous times.

2. A healthy, stable dividend: In 2011, Shell returned no less than US$10.5 billion to its shareholders. 
The company has increased its payments slightly so far this year and is on track to provide a yield of 
4.8%. Dividends go out every quarter.

3. Floating LNG (liquefied natural gas): Shell is building the world’s first floating LNG plant, a hi-
tech feat that will enable the company to access stranded gas fields and supply a rapidly expanding 
market. Most energy giants are too big to have much room left to grow. Not true for Shell. We’re 
one of the only newsletters talking about FLNG, and it’s going to be a big part of the future energy 
matrix.

Company Basics
Shell’s reach extends into virtually every aspect of the oil and gas sector. The upstream branch explores for 
and produces crude oil and natural gas. Downstream operations refine, trade, and ship these hydrocarbons 
around the world using one of the world’s largest fleets of oil tankers and LNG carriers. And Shell’s 
technology arm provides the technical support and new technology the company needs to stay ahead.

Shell’s operations tap into an on-stream resource base of 12 billion barrels of oil equivalent (boe) to produce 
3.2 million boe per day (boepd). Fourteen new projects commissioned in the last three years boosted that 
number by one-third, and the company says a line-up of new projects will increase total production by 
another 25%, or about 4 million boepd, by 2017.

All told, Shell has more than 60 new projects on the go that offer some 20 billion boe of new resource 
potential. And the company’s biggest projects are in the world’s hottest markets: deep-water production, 
tight gas, liquids-rich shales, and, of course, LNG. More on that in a minute.

http://www.shell.com/
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Company Highlight: Dividends

With its headquarters in The Hague and registered office in London, Royal Dutch Shell would normally be 
difficult for investors outside the European Union to trade. However, we can access Shell on the New York 
Stock Exchange via an investment vehicle known as an American Depository Share (ADS, also known as 
ADR, American Depository Receipt).

ADSs represent actual shares of the company. Sounds complicated, but they’re bought and sold in just the 
way that shares are. In Shell’s case, one ADS equals two ordinary shares.

In the second quarter of this year, Shell paid to shareholders a dividend of US$0.86 per ADS. You can take 
that as cash in US dollars, or you can elect to have Shell pay you in shares instead. We can’t recommend one 
over the other, as it depends on your individual needs. If this is retirement income, you may prefer cash; if 
you want to increase your position without having to pay more broker fees, you’ll likely want to ask for your 
dividend in shares. Shell calls it the Scrip Dividend Program.
You can read through Shell’s version of this information here. The company’s announcement of results and 
dividends for the third quarter is coming November 1.

The American Depository Shares we want have the ticker symbol RDS.A. (There’s also RDS.B, but they’re 
aimed at Britain’s tax structure.) RDS.A is currently trading at around US$70 per share. Given Shell’s 
current strengths and prospects, we consider that a good price.

 

 

www.shell.com/home/content/investor/dividend_information/latest_announcement/
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Company Highlight: Floating LNG

Compressing natural gas into its liquid state makes the fuel energy-dense enough to be worth the cost of 
shipping. Without LNG facilities, a company can sell its natural gas only as far away as a pipeline can go. 
For instance, Indonesia may have plenty of natural gas, but without LNG, all it can do is flood its local 
market while gas-hungry customers watch from across the sea.

Fifty years ago, Shell provided the technology for the world’s first LNG plant. Now it’s building the world’s 
first floating LNG (FLNG) plant in a South Korean shipyard.

What’s the advance? LNG facilities indeed make shipping possible in the natural-gas market, but their stiff 
price tags mean added cost, and there’s got to be a lot of natural gas there to liquefy. Substantial but smaller 
deposits are still stranded. Take as an example the Gorgon LNG plant, off the northwest coast of Western 
Australia: Chevron (CVX) is considering its options after cost overruns have pushed its price tag to a 
painful US$45 billion.

In contrast, Shell’s FLNG plant is slated to cost US$13 billion. Likely to be the biggest vessel on water, 
Prelude requires only half the raw material needed for an equivalent onshore plant and doesn’t necessitate 
new pipelines. Shell will be able to move from one stranded deposit to another, starting off Australia, and 
transport its LNG at significantly lower cost than its competitors.

Demand for LNG is expected to more than double to almost 460 million tons per year by 2025. The future 
of LNG is FLNG, and Shell dominates this technology.

The Portfolio
Track the latest news, numbers, and recommendations regarding our investments.

Oil prices have fallen off since our last edition. The spot price for North America’s benchmark, West Texas 
Intermediate (WTI) crude, declined from above US$97 to below US$90 per barrel, while European 
benchmark Brent crude lost a few dollars to sit below US$110 per barrel.

Natural-gas prices were little changed over the month: the Henry Hub spot price stayed within its well-
established range of US$2.60 to US$3.10 per MMBtu.

The oil and gas giant we hold, Royal Dutch Shell (RDS.A), saw its share price spike and then fall to end 
the month slightly down. The company announced a US$560-million deal to sell its 50% stake in the 
Holstein Field, a mature producing field in the Gulf of Mexico.

The sale is part of Shell’s ongoing process of shedding older assets to create space for new opportunities, 
such as the liquids-rich shale acreage it acquired from Chesapeake Energy (CHK) for US$1.9 billion in a 
deal announced two days after releasing information about its Holstein sale.
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Tullow Oil (L.TLW) bounced around within a one-pound range to stay just below our original entry 
point of £14.69. In other words, it edged up a smidge since last month – but stocks by nature edge up and 
down, so we’re not reading any signals into its movement.

What we’re reading loud and clear is that it’s time to sell Petrobank Energy and Resources (T.PBG). 
After falling below C$10 during the summer, PBG has recovered to the C$14 range, providing us with 
an opportunity to exit this underperforming stock. We’re exiting at a loss, which never feels good, but still 
feel it’s time to get out and get ready to redeploy our capital elsewhere. In addition, Petrobank doesn’t pay 
a dividend, which means it doesn’t fit the 2%-yield criterion we’re holding up for CED. Wait for a day of 
strength in the market – and in oil price – and liquidate your holding.

We hold two infrastructure companies in the oil and gas sector. Kinder Morgan (KMI) shares were almost 
unchanged over the month, and the company did not release any news. The price of our other pipeline 
company and newest holding as of last month, TransCanada Corp. (TRP), has also been very even in 
recent weeks.

Meanwhile, coal prices continue to struggle. A tonne of Australian thermal coal is currently selling for 
less than US$90, compared with US$130 a year ago, while metallurgical coal negotiations are producing 
contract prices in the range of US$140 to US$170 per tonne, down from US$220 last quarter and US$275 
last year.

The exchange-traded fund we hold for coal, Market Vectors Coal ETF (KOL), traded sideways since our 
last issue.

Uranium lacks upward momentum as well, though as long-term holders we’re not bothered by that now 
– there’s more demand in the pipeline than there is supply. The spot price is currently below US$46 per 
pound U3O8.

Our uranium giant Cameco Corp. (CCJ) followed the commodity down this month, its share price losing 
a few dollars to sink beneath US$20. On a positive note, a new uranium trade agreement between Canada 
and China should soon be ratified by Parliament, clearing the way for Cameco to start shipping its product 
to the most uranium-hungry country in the world.

Our other uranium equity, Uranium Participation (T.U), also followed the spot price down slightly to near 
C$5.35. A new net asset valuation (NAV) says the company’s shares should be worth C$6.09, based on its 
uranium inventory, so we remain content to hold.

Now for the full numbers. You’ll notice that we’ve grouped our holdings into those that pay dividends and 
those that don’t. The first group is the direction toward Casey Energy Dividends is evolving. But as usual, 
should you like to refer to the original write-up of a holding, just click on the name.
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Security Symbol Rec Date Rec Price Close 
8-Oct-12

Dividend 
Yield

Change 
Since Rec Current Rec

Dividend-Paying Holdings
Kinder Morgan KMI 13-Dec-11 US$29.20 US$35.56 3.88% 30% Casey Free Ride
Royal Dutch Shell RDS.A 11-Jun-12 US$63.17 US$69.89 4.92% 11% Buy
Cameco Corp. CCJ 9-Dec-10 US$30.55 US$19.36 2.10% -35% Hold
Market Vectors Coal ETF KOL 13-Sep-11 US$39.00 US$23.97 2.02% -39% Hold

Tullow Oil plc L.TLW 8-May-12 GBP14.69 GBP14.33 0.85% -2% Buy

Transcanada Corp. T.TRP 10-Sep-12 C$45.29 C$45.29 3.93% 0% Buy

Non-Dividend-Paying Holdings

Petrobank Energy and Resources Ltd T.PBG 14-Feb-11 C$23.37 C$13.20 – -41% Sell

Uranium Participation Corp. T.U 14-Jun-11 C$6.40 C$5.36 – -19% Hold

 
 
 
 
Best regards from your Casey Research Energy Team.

http://my.caseyresearch.com/displayCeo.php?id=32#a2
http://my.caseyresearch.com/displayCeo.php?id=38#a2
http://my.caseyresearch.com/displayCeo.php?id=20#a2
http://my.caseyresearch.com/displayCeo.php?id=28#a2
http://my.caseyresearch.com/displayCeo.php?id=37#a2
http://my.caseyresearch.com/displayCeo.php?id=41#a2
http://my.caseyresearch.com/displayCeo.php?id=22#a2
http://my.caseyresearch.com/displayCeo.php?id=26#a2
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